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Extracting Randomness from Samplable Distributions

Extended Abstract

Luca Trevisan * Salil Vadhan†

Abstract

The standard notion of a randomness extractor is a procedure which converts any weak source of randomness into an almost uniform distribution. The conversion necessarily uses a small amount of pure randomness, which can be eliminated by complete enumeration in some, but not all, applications.

Here, we consider the problem of deterministically converting a weak source of randomness into an almost uniform distribution. Previously, deterministic extraction procedures were known only for sources satisfying strong independence requirements. In this paper, we look at sources which are samplable, i.e. can be generated by an efficient sampling algorithm. We seek an efficient deterministic procedure that, given a sample from any samplable distribution of sufficiently large min-entropy, gives an almost uniformly distributed output. We explore the conditions under which such deterministic extractors exist.

We observe that no deterministic extractor exists if the sampler is allowed to use more computational resources than the extractor. On the other hand, if the extractor is allowed (polynomially) more resources than the sampler, we show that deterministic extraction becomes possible. This is true unconditionally in the nonuniform setting (i.e., when the extractor can be computed by a small circuit), and necessarily relies on complexity assumptions in the uniform setting.

One of our uniform constructions is as follows: assuming that there are problems in $E = \text{DTIME}(2^{O(n)})$ that are not solvable by subexponential-size circuits with $\Sigma_0$ gates, there is an efficient extractor that transforms any samplable distribution of length $n$ and min-entropy $(1 - \gamma)n$ into an output distribution of length $(1 - O(\gamma)n)$, where $\gamma$ is any sufficiently small constant. The running time of the extractor is polynomial in $n$ and the circuit complexity of the sampler. These extractors are based on a connection between deterministic extraction from samplable distributions and hardness against nondeterministic circuits, and on the use of nondeterminism to substantially speed up “list decoding” algorithms for error-correcting codes such as multivariate polynomial codes and Hadamard-like codes.

1 Introduction

Randomness has proved to be a very useful tool in computer science. In algorithms, it has yielded the only known polynomial-time solutions for some problems, such as primality testing [SS77, Mil76, Rab80] and certain approximate counting problems [KLM89, JS89]. In distributed computing, there are several protocol problems, such as Byzantine agreement, which have only randomized solutions [FLP85]. And in cryptography, secret keys must be chosen at random (else they are not secret), and even the cryptographic algorithms themselves must often be randomized in order to be secure [GM84].

When randomness is used in the design of algorithms and protocols, the source of randomness is modeled as an ideal process that outputs unbiased and independent random bits. On the other hand, the conceivable sources of randomness that an algorithm can effectively access (e.g., statistics on disk access time, or keyboard typing), while containing a noticeable amount of entropy, can be very biased and involve heavy dependencies. A large body of research, initiated in [Blu86, SV86, CG88, VV85], has been devoted to fill this gap between realistic sources of randomness with biases and dependencies and perfect sources of randomness. Ideally, one would like to have a “compiler” that, given an algorithm/protocol that is guaranteed to work well only with a perfect source of randomness, produces an algorithm/protocol that is guaranteed to work well with a large class of imperfect random sources.
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1.1 Simulation of Probabilistic Algorithms Using Extractors

For the case of probabilistic algorithms, one way of designing such “compilers” is to design a randomness extractor, as proposed by Nisan and Zuckerman [NZ96]. A randomness extractor is a procedure that on input a sample from a weak random source and a truly random string gives an output that is statistically close to uniform. Formally, a \((k, \varepsilon)\)-extractor is a procedure \(\text{Ext} : \{0,1\}^n \times \{0,1\}^t \rightarrow \{0,1\}^m\) such that if \(X\) is random variable of min-entropy at least \(k\), and \(U_t\) is the uniform distribution over \(\{0,1\}^t\), then \(\text{Ext}(X, U_t)\) is \(\varepsilon\)-close to uniform.\(^1\) A large body of research has produced explicit constructions where \(k\) can be essentially arbitrary, \(m\) is very close to \(k\), and \(t = O(\log n)\) (see, e.g., [NT99, Zuc97, Tre99, RSW00] and the references therein). By definition, once we have such a \((k, \varepsilon)\)-extractor, we can perform any task which is designed to use \(m\) truly random bits using instead a single sample from a random source of min-entropy \(k\) together with \(t\) truly random bits. Since we still need some truly random bits, this does not yet achieve the goal of using only a weak source of randomness. However, in most algorithmic applications, the need for \(t\) additional truly random bits can be eliminated by enumerating all \(2^t\) possibilities and combining the algorithm’s outputs for each, e.g. by majority vote (for decision problems). This incurs a slowdown of factor of \(2^t\), but fortunately this is still polynomial since we use an extractor with \(t = O(\log n)\).

Note that the fact that randomness extractors can be used to run randomized algorithms with only a weak random source (and no additional truly random bits) does not mean that one can extract almost uniform bits from a weak random source without additional truly random bits. Indeed, for any deterministic function \(\text{Ext} : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^m\), there is a distribution \(X\) of min-entropy \(n - 1\) for which \(\text{Ext}(X)\) is very biased (in fact, one for which the first bit of \(\text{Ext}(X)\) is constant) [CG88].

1.2 Deterministic Extraction

The reason why extractors can be used for the simulation of probabilistic algorithms is essentially that when a probabilistic algorithm uses \(t\) bits of randomness, it can always be simulated deterministically at the price of a \(2^t\) slowdown factor. In other applications of randomness, such as probabilistic encryption [GM84] or Byzantine agreement [FLP85], randomness is required by the very nature of the problem, and there is no possibility of trading off efficiency for randomness. For such applications, it appears unavoidable to look for extraction procedures that convert a weak random source into an almost uniform distribution deterministically, without the help of extra randomness. Because of the above-mentioned impossibility results, such deterministic extractors will not work for every source of sufficiently large min-entropy. However it is still possible that there are fairly general and natural families of weak random sources for which efficient deterministic extraction is possible.

When random bits are needed in practice (e.g., to generate keys in a cryptographic protocol), a typical approach is to collect weakly random data, and feed it into a cryptographic hash function. The output of the hash function is then used as if it were a sequence of random bits. However, we know of no theoretical justification for this way of using a fixed cryptographic hash function to do deterministic extraction.

On theoretical side, there is a considerable body of work devoted to the problem of deterministic extraction. In fact, most of the early work on the use of weak random sources was devoted to the construction of deterministic extractors for increasingly general classes of distributions. A classical algorithm by von Neumann [vN51] (improved by Elias [Eli72]) extracts randomness from a sequence of independent coin tosses of the same biased coin. Blum [Blu86], generalizing von Neumann’s result, showed how to extract randomness from any distribution described by a Markov chain. Chor and Goldreich [CG88] (improving results of Santha and Vazirani [SV86] and Vazirani [Vaz87]) show how to extract randomness given two independent weak random sources with enough min-entropy. Another line of work considers the problem of deterministically extracting randomness from various types of sources where an adversary can fix some subset of the bits, mostly motivated by applications of such extractors in cryptography and distributed computing (cf., [CGH+85, BBR88, BL90, LLS89, CDH+00]).

The extraction algorithms presented in the above papers work for classes of distributions that satisfy fairly strong independence properties (which is a particularly problematic assumption for physical sources of randomness). Independence requirements are explicit in most of the works, and are also implicit in [Blu86], where the process that samples the distribution has limited memory and works on-line, so that far-away parts of the output of the distribution can only have limited dependencies. In order to circumvent the impossibility of deterministic extraction for many sources of interest (in particular, ones without strong independence guarantees), researchers were led to consider the weaker task of efficiently simulating randomized algorithms with such sources [VV85, CG88, Vaz84, CW89, Zuc96], and eventually to the notion of extractors which can use a small number of additional truly random bits [NZ96].

\(^1\)A distribution \(X\) has min-entropy \(k\) if for any element \(a\) of its range \(\Pr[X = a] \leq 2^{-k}\). Two distributions \(X\) and \(Y\) are \(\varepsilon\)-close if for any subset \(S\) of their range \(\Pr[X \in S] - \Pr[Y \in S] \leq \varepsilon\).
1.3 Our Results

Our aim is to identify as general a class of sources as possible for which efficient deterministic extraction can be done. Specifically, we examine samplable distributions; that is, sources that can be generated by an efficient sampling algorithm (or circuit). The only other requirement we place on the source is that it contains some randomness to be extracted (as measured by min-entropy). In particular, we do not impose any independence conditions on the source. This class of samplable distributions contains as special cases most of the previously studied sources for which deterministic extraction was found to be possible. In addition to their generality, one can argue that samplable distributions are a reasonable model for distributions actually arising in nature. Indeed, considerable efforts were made to extend Levin’s theory of average-case complexity [Lev86] to this class of samplable distributions [BCGL92, IL90].

Having settled on this class of sources, what we’re looking for are functions $\text{EXT} : \{0,1\}^k \rightarrow \{0,1\}^m$ with the following property: for every source $X$ of some min-entropy $k$ which is samplable by a circuit of some size $s$, $\text{EXT}(X)$ is $\varepsilon$-close to uniform. Note that although we are placing a computational restriction on the sampler, we are requiring the output of the extractor to be statistically close to uniform. The reason for this choice is that it is possible to achieve this stronger property (as shown by our constructions). In addition, for extracting a small number of bits (as in several of our results), there is no difference between statistical and computational indistinguishability.2

Nonuniform Extractors and Negative Results. Our first observation is that extracting randomness from samplable distributions is impossible unless the extractor is allowed to use more computational resources than the sampler. On the other hand, if we allow the running time of the extractor to be polynomially larger than the running time (or even circuit size) of the sampler, we show that extraction becomes possible. Our first result in this vein demonstrates the existence of good deterministic extractors3 computed by polynomial-size circuits. More precisely, for every $s$ and $n$, there is an extractor of size $\text{poly}(s)$ that extracts almost all the randomness from any distribution on $\{0,1\}^n$ samplable by a circuit of size $s$.4

A Connection to Nondeterministic Average-case Hardness. While the nonuniform extractors mentioned above illustrate the feasibility of deterministic extraction, it would be preferable to have a construction in which the extractor is efficiently computable by a uniform algorithm. However, we show in Section 3 that the existence of such extractors implies separations of complexity classes beyond what is currently known. Therefore, in order to construct uniform deterministic extractors, we will need to make complexity assumptions.

Let us consider for starters the task of extracting one almost unbiased bit (already a nontrivial problem). Our first result is that if a Boolean function is hard to compute by NP-circuits (i.e., circuits that can have special gates solving SAT instances) of size $s$ with advantage better than $\gamma$, then it is also a good extractor against samplers of size about $s$ that sample a distribution of length $n$ of min-entropy about $n = \log(1/\gamma)$. The basic idea in the proof of this result is quite simple: suppose that $f$ is a function hard on average for NP-circuits, and that $X$ is a samplable distribution on which $f(X)$ is, say, biased towards 1. Then the following NP circuit can predict $f(x)$: given $x$, first check whether $x$ is in the range of $X$, which is something that can be done efficiently using nondeterminism (since $X$ is samplable). If $x$ is in the range, then guess that $f(x)$ is 1, otherwise make a random guess. For a random $x$, this approach guesses $f(x)$ with an advantage that depends on the bias of $f(X)$ and on the min-entropy of $X$.5

Although the assumption that we have a function that is hard-on-average for NP-circuits (as opposed to standard circuits) has been used before (e.g., by Arvind and K"obler [AK97]), it is still natural to ask whether the nondeterministic hardness assumption is really necessary. In Section 4, we observe that a Boolean function can be very hard-on-average against standard circuits, yet it may not be a good extractor for samplable distributions, even for min-entropy $n - 1$. So it appears that a somewhat nonstandard hardness assumption is required. Still, it is of interest to weaken the assumption, as we do next.

Using Worst-case Hardness. Our next goal is to start with a reasonable worst-case complexity assumption, such as the one used by Klivans and van Melkebeek [KvM99]: that $E = \text{DTIME}(2^{2^{O(n)}})$ contains a problem that is not solvable by NP-circuits of size $2^{n^{O(1)}}$. We would like to show that such an assumption implies the existence of polynomial-time computable predicates with strong average-case hardness against NP-circuits; by the previous results, such predicates would be good deter-

2It should be noted that once one can extract a small number of bits that are statistically close to uniform, the pseudorandom generator constructions of [NW94, IW98] can transform these into many bits that are computationally indistinguishable from uniform (under complexity assumptions that are weaker than the ones we make).

3Here, and from this point on, the term deterministic extractor always refers to a deterministic extractor for samplable distributions.

4Dodis, Sahai, and Smith [DSS00] have used our proof to show that there are small circuits which compute good “adaptive statistical exposure-resilient functions,” by observing that these are a special case of extractors for samplable distributions.

5This explanation is a bit oversimplified: our idea works as described only if $X$ is a samplable “flat” distribution. For non-flat distributions, a more sophisticated reduction is needed, which involves the use of approximate counting algorithms with an NP-oracle [Sip83, Sto85, JVV86].
ministic extractors. This looks like the standard problem of worst-case to average-case reduction, as solved in [BFNW93, Imp95, IW97, STV99], and observed to extend to \text{NP}-circuits in [KvM99]. However, in all such results, one gets predicates that are hard to predict with an advantage that is at least inversely proportional to the size of the adversary (and, for a stronger reason, on the time needed to compute the predicate). It then follows that an extractor computable in time \( t(n) \) obtained using such techniques and the previously mentioned connection can only extract randomness from a source of min-entropy about \( \log t(n) \).

In order to extract from sources of lower entropy, we exploit our ability to use nondeterminism in the reduction, in the spirit of the results of Feige and Lund [FL96] about the average-case complexity of the permanent. Our starting point is the worst-case to average-case reduction in [STV99]. That reduction uses an error-correcting code obtained by “concatenating” a multivariate polynomial code and a Hadamard code, and is analyzed by providing a “list-decoding” procedure for the polynomial code and using the Goldreich–Levin [GL89] list-decoding procedure for the Hadamard code. We show that the use of “approximate counting” (implementable with an \text{NP} oracle [Sip83, Sto85, JVV86]) can greatly improve the efficiency of the list-decoding algorithm for the polynomial code. But we do not know whether a similar improvement is possible for the Hadamard code. Instead, we show how to use approximate counting and uniform sampling (also using an \text{NP} oracle [JVV86, BGP98]) to get a very efficient solution to a somewhat different problem that still suffices for deterministic extraction.

The final result is that starting from a problem in \( \mathbf{E} \) that does not admit circuits of size \( 2^{o(n)} \) with \( \Sigma_5 \)-gates, we get an efficient extractor that extracts one almost unbiased bit from any samplable distribution of length \( n \) and min-entropy \( (1 - \gamma)n \), for some constant \( \gamma > 0 \). In order to extract from distributions samplable by circuits of size \( s \), the extractor needs running time only \( \text{poly}(s) \). The somewhat unusual assumption can be thought of as a “scaling” of \( \mathbf{E} \neq \Sigma_8/\text{poly} \), which is true as long as the Polynomial Hierarchy does not collapse.

**Extracting Many Bits.** So far, we described results giving extractors that only produce one almost unbiased bit, while it is of course much preferable to extract a number of random bits that be as close as possible to the entropy of the source. We first show that our coding-theoretic methods can be used to extract approximately a logarithmic number of random bits. To this end, we use the same polynomial code as before, but in place of the Hadamard code, we use a similar code on a bigger alphabet. Once we have these logarithmic number of random bits, we can use them as the truly random bits for the extractor of Zuckerman [Zuc97], which we then use to extract almost all the entropy from our source. Formally, we prove that if there is a problem in \( \mathbf{E} \) that does not admit circuits of size \( 2^{o(n)} \) with \( \Sigma_6 \)-gates, there is an efficient deterministic extractor that extracts \((1 - O(\gamma))n\) bits from any samplable distribution of min-entropy \((1 - \gamma)n\), where \( \gamma \) is any sufficiently small constant. Again, the running time of the extractor is polynomial in the circuit complexity of the samplers.

### 1.4 Perspective

Our main motivation for studying samplable distributions is their generality. However, this generality has a price; the extractor must use more computational resources than the sampler, and has to rely on complexity assumptions. Given the current state-of-the-art in complexity theory, it seems unavoidable that even under strong assumptions, to get an extractor for distributions of length \( n \) sampled by circuits of size, say, \( O(n \log n) \) one has to come up with a fairly complex and impractical solution. On the other hand, we think that it is interesting to explore the limits of the possibility of deterministic extraction, and it seems that samplable distributions are a good and natural borderline example.

Seemingly, our definition is orthogonal to the one used by Chor and Goldreich [CG88] for two independent weak random sources. In the Chor–Goldreich setting, distributions can be arbitrarily complex, but they satisfy a strong independence requirement. In our case, distributions have to be samplable but can involve arbitrary dependencies. However, there is a connection. In this paper, we give “computational” constructions, using a hard predicate to build our deterministic extractors; when the result is not a deterministic extractor, a reduction shows that the predicate is not hard. As shown in [Tre99], such computational constructions can have interesting and unexpected information-theoretic interpretations, and it is natural to look for the information-theoretic interpretation of the results of this paper. As it turns out, the information-theoretic analogue of deterministic extractors for samplable distributions is exactly the problem of extracting randomness from two independent weak random sources! Briefly, if we have two independent weak random sources \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \), then \( X_2 \) has a large description size (i.e., Kolmogorov complexity) even conditioned on \( X_1 = x_1 \) for any \( x_1 \). Thus, similar to [Tre99], we can view \( X_2 \) as the truth table of a hard predicate relative to \( X_1 \), which can be used to deterministically extract randomness from \( X_1 \). Such an interpretation of our results gives (unconditional) constructions of deterministic extractors for two independent weak random sources, for the case where the two sources have different lengths, and the longer one has a very low entropy rate. The details of these corollaries will be given in the full version of the paper (including
additional optimizations that be done in the information-theoretic setting).

Part of the purpose of this paper is to point out the need for a further development of the theory of deterministic extractors, and to invite the reader to come up with alternative definitions and constructions. We believe that it would be very good to come up with a natural and general class of distributions that admit an efficient (implementable!) deterministic extractor. Such a deterministic extractor could then be used in place of cryptographic hash functions in order to extract randomness in practice, with the advantage of having a sound motivation for its use.

One natural direction for such research would be to seek deterministic extractors for distributions which have space-bounded samplers, rather than time-bounded ones as we have. As with pseudorandom generators (cf., [Sak96]), there is hope for unconditional results in the space-bounded setting. The samplers considered by Blum [Blu86], namely finite-state Markov chains, can be viewed as a limited form of space-bounded computation, but the extractors given there only work when the number of bits received from the source is much greater than the number of states in the Markov chain. A much richer class of sources would be obtained by looking at distributions on \(\{0,1\}^n\) sampled by an \(O(\log n)\)-space machine.

2 Preliminaries

**Probability Distributions.** Let \(X\) and \(Y\) be probability distributions on a discrete universe \(\mathcal{U}\). \(X\) is said have min-entropy \(k\) if for all \(x \in \mathcal{U}\), \(\Pr[X = x] \leq 2^{-k}\). It will also be convenient for us to have the following equivalent terminology. \(X\) has density \(\delta\) in \(\mathcal{U}\) if \(\max_{x \in \mathcal{U}} \Pr[X = x] = 1/(\delta \cdot |\mathcal{U}|)\). Note that if \(X\) is uniform over a subset \(S\) of \(\mathcal{U}\), then \(\delta\) is the density of \(S\) in \(\mathcal{U}\) (hence the terminology). Note that a distribution has density at least \(\delta\) in \(\{0,1\}^n\) iff it has min-entropy \(n - \log(1/\delta)\).

The statistical difference between \(X\) and \(Y\) is defined to be

\[
    \text{SD}(X, Y) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \max_{S \subseteq \mathcal{U}} [\Pr[X \in S] - \Pr[Y \in S]]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2} \sum_{x \in \mathcal{U}} |\Pr[X = x] - \Pr[Y = x]|.
\]

If \(\text{SD}(X, Y) \leq \varepsilon\), we say that \(X\) and \(Y\) are \(\varepsilon\)-close. \(U_m\) denotes the uniform distribution on \(\{0,1\}^m\). If \(X\) is a distribution on \(\{0,1\}^m\), then we call \(\text{SD}(X, U_m)\) the bias of \(X\).

We will consider probability distributions given by sampling algorithms. If \(A\) is a probabilistic algorithm (Turing machine), we write \(A(x; y)\) for the output of \(A\) on input \(x\) and random coins \(y\). \(A(x)\) denotes the output distribution of \(A\) on input \(x\) when the coins \(y\) are chosen uniformly at random. A probabilistic circuit is a Boolean circuit \(C : \{0,1\}^m \times \{0,1\}^r \to \{0,1\}^p\). For \(x \in \{0,1\}^m\), we write \(C(x)\) for the distribution on \(\{0,1\}^p\) obtained by selecting \(y\) uniformly in \(\{0,1\}^r\) and evaluating \(C(x; y)\).

We say that a probability distribution is samplable by size \(s\) if there is a circuit of size \(s\) which samples from it. An ensemble \(\{X_n\}\) of probability distributions is uniformly samplable in time \(t(n)\) if there is a probabilistic algorithm \(A\) such that \(|A(1^n)| = X_n\) for every \(n\) and the running time of \(A\) on input \(1^n\) is at most \(t(n)\).

**Extractors.** A function \(\text{Ext} : \{0,1\}^n \times \{0,1\}^d \to \{0,1\}^m\) is a \((k, \varepsilon)\)-extractor if for every distribution \(X\) on \(\{0,1\}^n\) of min-entropy \(k\), \(\text{Ext}(X, U_d)\) is \(\varepsilon\)-close to \(U_m\).

As shown by Nisan and Zuckerman [NZ96] it is necessary to invest \(d \geq \Omega(\log(n - k) + \log(1/\varepsilon))\) truly random bits for any nontrivial extraction (i.e., when \(m \leq d - 1\) and \(k \leq n - 1\)). In order to make extraction possible without investing any truly random bits, we restrict to samplable distributions:

**Definition 2.1** A function \(\text{Ext} : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}^m\) is an \((k, \varepsilon)\)-deterministic extractor against circuit-size \(s\) if for every distribution \(X\) on \(\{0,1\}^n\) which has min-entropy \(k\) and is samplable by size \(s\), \(\text{Ext}(X)\) is \(\varepsilon\)-close to \(U_m\).

**Definition 2.2** A family of functions \(\{\text{Ext}_n : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}^{m(n)}\}\) is a \((k(n), \varepsilon(n))\)-deterministic extractor against time \(t(n)\) if for every ensemble of distributions \(X = \{X_n\}\) such that \(X\) is uniformly samplable in time \(t(n)\) and \(X_n\) is a distribution on \(\{0,1\}^n\) of min-entropy \(k(n)\), we have \(\text{Ext}(X_n)\) is \(\varepsilon(n)\)-close to \(U_{m(n)}\) for all sufficiently large \(n\).

**Nondeterministic Circuits.** We denote the levels of the polynomial-time hierarchy as follows: \(\Sigma_0 = \text{P}, \Sigma_{i+1} = \text{NP}^{\Sigma_i}\). A \(\Sigma_i\)-algorithm is an algorithm with an oracle for \(\Sigma_i\). Similarly, a \(\Sigma_i\)-circuit is a Boolean circuit which can have gates for some fixed \(\Sigma_i\)-complete problem (e.g., \(\text{QBF}_{i-1}\)) in addition to the usual \(\land, \lor, \lnot\) gates. By replacing “algorithm” or “circuit” with “\(\Sigma_i\)-algorithm” or “\(\Sigma_i\)-circuit” in the definitions above, we can also define probabilistic \(\Sigma_i\)-algorithms, probabilistic \(\Sigma_i\)-circuits, distributions samplable by \(\Sigma_i\)-circuits of size \(s\), \((k, \varepsilon)\)-deterministic extractors against \(\Sigma_i\)-circuits of size \(s\), etc.

**Definition 2.3** A function \(f : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}\) is \((s, \varepsilon)\)-hard for \(\Sigma_i\)-circuits if for every \(\Sigma_i\)-circuit \(C\) of size at most
s, we have

\[ \Pr[f(x) = C(x)] \leq 1/2 + \varepsilon/2 \]

3 Nonuniform Extractors & Negative Results

Proposition 3.1 For every \( s, n, k \leq n, \) and \( \varepsilon, \) there exists an \((k, \varepsilon)\)-extractor \( \text{Ext} : \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^m \) against circuit-size \( s, \) with \( m = k - 2\log(1/\varepsilon) - O(\log s). \) Moreover, \( \text{Ext} \) can be computed by a circuit of size \( \text{poly}(s). \)

The proof, that will appear in the full version of this paper, is based on a version of the Leftover Hash Lemma for \( t \)-wise independent functions that shows that there is an \( \exp(-\Omega(t)) \) probability that a function picked from the family is not a good extractor for a fixed weak random source. (The standard Leftover Hash Lemma for pairwise independent families [ILL89] does not give a high enough success probability for our purposes.) A union bound then shows that with high probability over the choice of the function from the family, it is simultaneously a good deterministic extractors for all weak random sources having small samplers.

Note that in Proposition 3.1, the extractor has a higher circuit complexity than the samplers from which it extracts. This is necessary, even if we only want to extract one bit from a distribution of min-entropy \( n - 1:\)

Proposition 3.2 There is a constant \( c \) such that no function \( \text{Ext} : \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) computable by a circuit of size \( s \) is a \((n - 1, 1/5)\)-deterministic extractor against circuit size \( c \cdot s.\)

Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume that \( \text{Ext}(x) = 1 \) for at least half of its inputs. Consider the distribution \( X \) sampled by the following algorithm:

1. Select \( x \) uniformly in \( \{0, 1\}^n. \)
2. If \( \text{Ext}(x) = 1, \) output \( x. \) Otherwise, output a uniformly selected \( x' \in \{0, 1\}^n. \)

It is easy to see that \( X \) has min-entropy \( n - 1 \) and is samplable by size \( O(s). \) Moreover, \( \text{Ext}(X) = 1 \) with probability at least \( 3/4. \)

In subsequent sections, we aim to construct deterministic extractors that are efficiently computable by uniform algorithms. The following two corollaries show that such extractors imply separations between deterministic complexity classes and nonuniform or probabilistic ones. Since such separations are beyond the current state-of-the-art in complexity theory, our constructions should (and will) be based on complexity-theoretic assumptions.

Corollary 3.3 Suppose \( \{\text{Ext}_n : \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\}\} \) is a family of functions computable in time \( t(n) \) such that, for every \( n, \) \( \text{Ext}_n \) is an \((n - 1, 1/5)\)-deterministic extractor against circuit-size \( s(n). \) Then there is a language in \( \text{DTIME}(t(n)) \) of circuit complexity at least \( \Omega(s(n)). \)

Proof: Let \( L = \{x \in \{0, 1\}^n : \text{Ext}_n(x) = 1\}. \) Proposition 3.2 implies that this language has circuit complexity at least \( s(n)/c. \)

A similar argument holds in the uniform setting:

Corollary 3.4 Suppose \( \{\text{Ext}_n : \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\}\} \) is family of functions computable in time \( t(n) \) and is \((n - 1, 1/5)\)-deterministic extractor against time \( t'(n). \) Then there is a language in \( \text{DTIME}(t(n)) \setminus \text{BPTIME}(t'(n)). \)

4 Extractors from Average-Case Hardness

The following lemma relates the average-case complexity of a Boolean function to its extraction property.

Lemma 4.1 Let \( f : \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) be \((s, \varepsilon)\)-hard for \( \Sigma_1\)-circuits. Let \( X \) be a flat distribution on \( \{0, 1\}^n \) of min-entropy \( n - \Delta \) samplable by a circuit of size \( s - O(n). \) Then \( f(X) \) is \( 2\Delta \cdot \varepsilon \)-close to uniform.

The (omitted) proof of Lemma 4.1 follows the intuition outlined in the introduction: If there were a samplable distribution \( X \) of high min-entropy on which \( f \) were biased towards \( 1, \) then a \( \Sigma_1\)-circuit could obtain an advantage in computing \( f \) on a random input \( x \) by testing whether \( x \) were in the support of \( X. \)

In the standard information-theoretic setting, if a function extracts randomness out of every flat distribution of min-entropy \( k, \) then it follows that it also extracts randomness out of any (not necessarily flat) distribution of min-entropy \( k \) (cf., [CG88]). This is due to the fact that any distribution of min-entropy \( k \) is a convex combination of flat distributions of min-entropy \( k. \) In our framework, it is no more true (or at least no longer clear) that any samplable distribution of min-entropy \( k \) is a convex combination of flat samplable distributions of min-entropy \( k. \) So we need an additional technical step in order to remove the flatness requirement.

Before continuing, let us pause for a moment to consider the nondeterministic complexity assumption that we made in the above lemma, and discuss its strength. As seen in the previous section, it is necessary to make a complexity assumption in order to construct uniform deterministic extractors. However, it is not natural that the assumption should be about nondeterministic hardness, and it would be more appealing to have a construction based on standard average-case hardness. Even though we do not know
whether nondeterministic hardness assumptions are necessary to construct deterministic extractors, we can argue that standard hardness is not sufficient. Let \( \pi \) be a one-way permutation, and let \( B \) be a hard-core predicate for \( \pi \): then \( f(x) = B(\pi^{-1}(x)) \) is a hard-on-average function; however, it is not an extractor because it is easy to sample from the conditional distribution of \( x \) such that \( f(x) = 0 \) (and this distribution has min-entropy \( n - 1 \)). We can conclude that, if one-way permutations exist, it’s not possible to prove that every hard-on-average predicate is a deterministic extractor against small samplers.

Now we proceed to relate nondeterministic hardness to deterministic extraction for samplable distributions that are not necessarily flat. Now, when trying to compute \( f(x) \), it will no longer suffice to test whether an input \( x \) is merely in the range of a distribution \( X \) on which \( f \) is biased. Instead, we will guess the value \( f(x) \) randomly with a bias that depends on (an approximation to) the probability mass of \( x \) under \( X \). This can be accomplished by a \( \Sigma_1 \)-circuit because approximate counting can be be performed with an \( \mathsf{NP} \) oracle [Sip83, Sto85, JVV86].

**Lemma 4.2** Let \( f : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\} \) be \((s, \varepsilon)\)-hard for \( \Sigma_1 \)-circuits. Then, for every \( \Delta \leq n \), \( f \) is a \((n - \Delta, 2^{\Delta+1} \cdot \varepsilon)\) extractor against circuit-size \( (2^{\Delta} \cdot s)^\Theta(1) \).

We remark that Lemma 4.2 generalizes to give deterministic extractors which extract several bits from nonboolean functions which are sufficiently hard-on-average for \( \Sigma_1 \)-circuits.

## 5 Extractors from Worst-Case Hardness

In the previous section, we saw that the property of a function being a deterministic extractor is in some sense a generalization of a function being hard to compute on average. In this section, we show how to construct deterministic extractors from functions that are hard to compute in the worst case. To do this, we follow the usual paradigm for transforming a worst-case hard function \( f \) to an average-case hard function \( \hat{f} \): we take \( \hat{f} \) to be an encoding of \( f \) in an appropriate error-correcting code [BFNW93, STV99]. To prove the correctness of such a construction, one typically argues that given any small circuit \( C \) which computes \( \hat{f} \) on average, i.e. has some advantage \( \delta \) over “random guessing”, one can use a decoding algorithm for the error-correcting code to build another small circuit \( C' \) which computes \( f \) everywhere, contradicting the worst-case hardness of \( f \). However, existing results of this form will not yield the results we desire. The reason is that these decoding procedures typically produce a \( C' \) of size polynomial in \( 1/\delta \), whereas we are interested in values of \( 1/\delta \) that are much larger than the hardness of \( f \). (If we are extracting from a source of min-entropy \( k \), \( \delta \) will be comparable to \( 1/2^{n-k} \), whereas the circuit complexity of \( f \) will be at most the running time of the extractor, which we would like to be \( \mathsf{poly}(n) \).

In the spirit of the results of Feige and Lund [FL96] about the average-case complexity of the permanent, we overcome this difficulty by exploiting nondeterminism in our reduction. Specifically, by augmenting the polynomial reconstruction algorithm given in [STV99] with nondeterminism, we obtain the following result:

**Lemma 5.1** Let \( \mathbb{F} \) be a finite field (with some fixed, efficient representation), and let \( p : \mathbb{F}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \) be a polynomial of total degree at most \( d \). If there is a \( \Sigma_i \)-circuit \( C \) which computes \( p \) correctly on at least a \( \delta = c \sqrt{d/|\mathbb{F}|} \) fraction of points (where \( c \) is a universal constant), then there is a \( \Sigma_{i+2} \)-circuit \( C' \) of size \( \mathsf{poly}(|C|, d) \) which computes \( p \) correctly everywhere.

**Proof sketch:** It is shown in [STV99] that there exists a point \( z \in \mathbb{F}^n \) such that for at least a 15/16 fraction of lines \( \ell \) through \( z \),

1. \( p[I] \) and \( C[I] \) agree on at least a \( \delta/2 \) fraction of points on \( \ell \).

2. There does not exist any degree \( d \) polynomial \( h : \ell \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \) other than \( p[I] \) which agrees with \( C[I] \) in at least a \( \delta/4 \) fraction of points on \( \ell \) and satisfies \( h(z) = p(z) \).

Fix such a \( z \), and consider the following procedure, which attempts to compute \( p \) at \( x \in \mathbb{F}^n \):

1. Let \( \ell \) be the line through \( x \) and \( z \).

2. Nondeterministically guess a degree \( d \) polynomial \( h : \ell \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \).

3. Verify that \( h \) agrees with \( C \) on approximately a \( \delta/2 \) fraction of points on \( \ell \) and satisfies \( h(z) = p(z) \). If so, output \( h(x) \). Otherwise, reject \( h \).

This procedure can be implemented efficiently using nonuniformity (to hardware \( z, p(z), \) and \( C \)) and two levels of nondeterminism (one to guess \( h \) and one to perform approximate counting [Sip83, Sto85, JVV86]). Thus, we obtain a \( \Sigma_{i+2} \)-circuit computing \( p \) in at least a 15/16 fraction of points, which can be converted into one which computes \( p \) everywhere via the “self-corrector” of [GLR+91].

This lemma implies that if we start with a function \( f \) which is worst-case hard for \( \Sigma_1 \)-circuits and encode it as a low-degree polynomial, we obtain a function \( f' \) which is very hard on average for \( \Sigma_1 \)-circuits, as desired. However, there is still a problem. While \( \delta = c \sqrt{d/|\mathbb{F}|} \) is very
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9The size of \( C' \) does not explicitly refer to \( \log |\mathbb{F}| \) and \( t \) because the size of \( C' \) is at least the length of its input, which is \( t \log |\mathbb{F}| \).
small, it is still a substantial relative advantage over random guessing, which would give success probability $1/|\mathcal{F}|$. The usual method for getting around this difficulty, is to “concatenate” the polynomial encoding with an “inner” encoding whose output lies in a much smaller alphabet (e.g., \{0,1\}). By combining the decoding procedure for the polynomial encoding with an analogous one for the inner code, one proves that no small circuit can compute the new function in a $1/2 + \delta'$ fraction of points. Unfortunately, we know of no such inner code where we do not incur the $\text{poly}(1/\delta')$ blow-up in decoding that we hoped to avoid, even if we use nondeterminism.

To solve this problem, we exploit the fact that what we need for deterministic extraction is weaker than standard average-case hardness, and it turns out that the most commonly used inner code has the properties we need. For $w \in \{0,1\}^n$, the Hadamard encoding of $w$ is the function $\text{Had}_w : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}$ obtained by setting $\text{Had}_w(x)$ to be the mod-2 inner product of $w$ and $x$. The following lemma lists the only property of this code that we will use (aside from the fact that, given $x$ and $w$, $\text{Had}_w(x)$ can be computed in time $\text{poly}(n)$).

**Lemma 5.2** Let $X$ be any distribution on $\{0,1\}^n$ of density $\delta$ and let $\varepsilon > 0$. Then

$$\# \{ w : \text{Had}_w(X) \text{ has bias at least } \varepsilon \} \leq \frac{1}{\delta \cdot \varepsilon^2}.$$ 

Forms of Lemma 5.2 have been proven by Lindsey, Alon [Alo86], and Chor and Goldreich [CG88]. In the full version of this paper, we give a direct proof.

Although Lemma 5.2 does not explicitly give an efficient decoding algorithm, we can easily obtain one using nondeterminism:

**Lemma 5.3** For every fixed $i$, there is a probabilistic $\Sigma_{i+2}$-algorithm $\text{HadDecode}_i$ with the following property: Let $C$ be a probabilistic $\Sigma_i$-circuit which samples a distribution $X$ on $\{0,1\}^n$ of density $\delta$ and let $w \in \{0,1\}^n$ be such that $\text{Had}_w(X)$ has bias at least $\varepsilon$. Then $\text{HadDecode}_i(C,\varepsilon)$ runs in time $\text{poly}(|C|,1/\varepsilon)$ and outputs $w$ with probability $\Omega(\delta \cdot \varepsilon^2)$.

The key point is that although the success probability of the decoding procedure depends on $\delta$, the running time does not.

**Proof sketch:** With one level of nondeterminism, approximate counting [Sip83, Sto85, JVV86] can be used to distinguish those $v$ such that $\text{Had}_v(X)$ has bias at least $\varepsilon$ from those such that $\text{Had}_v(X)$ has bias at most $\varepsilon/2$. With one more level of nondeterminism, we can use [JVV86, BGP98] to uniformly sample from the set of $v$ that pass this test.  

To obtain deterministic extractors, we combine the polynomial encoding and Hadamard code via the standard “concatenation” technique. Let $\mathcal{F} = \text{GF}(2^n)$, and for a function $p : \mathcal{F} \to \mathcal{F}$, define the Hadamard encoding of $p$ to be the function $p' : \mathcal{F} \times \{0,1\} \to \{0,1\}$ defined by $p'(x,y) = \text{Had}_p(x,y)$, where we view $p(x) \in \mathcal{F}$ as an element of $\{0,1\}^i$.

By combining the decoding procedures of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3, we obtain the following procedure for decoding the concatenated code.

**Theorem 5.4** Let $\mathcal{F} = \text{GF}(2^n)$, let $p : \mathcal{F} \to \mathcal{F}$ be a polynomial of degree at most $d$, and let $p' : \mathcal{F} \times \{0,1\} \to \{0,1\}$ be its Hadamard encoding. Suppose there is a distribution $X$ on $\mathcal{F} \times \{0,1\}$ which has density $\delta$ and is samplable by size $s$ such that $p'(X)$ has bias $\varepsilon$. Then there is a $\Sigma_5$-circuit of size $\text{poly}(s,d,1/\varepsilon)$ which computes $p'$ everywhere, provided that

$$\delta^2 \cdot \varepsilon^4 \geq c\sqrt{d/|\mathcal{F}|},$$

where $c$ is a universal constant.

**Proof sketch:** For every $x \in \mathcal{F}$, let $X^x$ denote the conditional distribution on $\{0,1\}^i$ induced by conditioning the first component of $X$ to be $x$. From the facts that $X$ has density $\delta$ and $p'(X)$ has bias $\varepsilon$, it follows that for at least an $\Omega(\delta \varepsilon)$ fraction of $x \in \mathcal{F}$, $X^x$ has density $\Omega(\delta \varepsilon)$ in $\{0,1\}^i$ and $p'(x,X^x)$ has bias $\Omega(\varepsilon)$. Each $X^x$ is samplable by a $\Sigma_1$-circuit (via [JVV86, BGP98]), so using Lemma 5.3 we obtain a $\Sigma_5$-circuit computing $p'$ on at least a $\Omega(\delta \varepsilon) \cdot \Omega(\delta \varepsilon) \cdot \varepsilon^2$ fraction of points. The theorem now follows from Lemma 5.1.  

This immediately gives us a construction of deterministic extractors from Boolean functions that are worst-case hard for $\Sigma_5$-circuits.

**Theorem 5.5** If there is a problem in $\mathcal{E} = \text{DTIME}(2^{\Omega(n)})$ which has $\Sigma_5$-circuit complexity $2^{\Omega(n)}$ for all $n$, then there is a constant $\gamma > 0$ such that for all $n$ and $s$ satisfying $n \leq s \leq 2^n$, there is a $(1 - \gamma)n/s)$-deterministic extractor $\text{Ext}_{n,s} : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}$ against circuit-size $s$ such that $\text{Ext}_{n,s}$ is computable in time $\text{poly}(s)$.

**Proof sketch:** Let $f : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}$ be a function computable in time $2^{O(n)}$ with $\Sigma_5$-circuit complexity $2^{O(n)}$. Our
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10The restriction to fields of characteristic 2 is inessential and only done to make passing between field elements and strings over \{0,1\} cleaner.

11By “sharing” some of the nondeterminism at different levels of the reduction, the number of levels of nondeterminism introduced can be reduced a bit. For the sake of modularity in the exposition, we have chosen not to optimize this parameter.
extractor will be the Hadamard encoding of an appropriate polynomial \( p : \mathbb{F} \to \mathbb{F} \) extending \( f \). We can set the parameters so that \( d, \varepsilon, \) and \( 1/\varepsilon \) are each \( 2^{2(\varepsilon)} \), where \( \mathbb{F} \) is anywhere between \( d^2 \) and \( \exp(2^{2(\varepsilon)}) \), \( \delta = 1/\varepsilon^{O(1)} \), and \( t = O(1) \), while \( 2^{2 - \varepsilon^2} \geq c \sqrt{d/|\mathbb{F}|} \) and the conclusion of Theorem 5.4 produces a circuit of size smaller than the circuit complexity of \( \mathcal{E} \). Now note that the input length of \( p \) is \( n = (t + 1) \log |\mathbb{F}| \), and it extracts one bit from from samplable distributions of min-entropy \( n - \log(1/\delta) = (1 - \Omega(1))n \). Furthermore, the extractor can be computed in time \( 2^{2(\varepsilon)} \) = \( \text{poly}(s) \). \( \square \)

6 Extracting Many Bits

We begin by describing the replacement for the Hadamard code which will enable us to extract a logarithmic number of bits. The construction we use is the “hard-core function” of Goldreich and Levin [GL89]. For \( y \in \{0,1\}^{n+m} \), define \( \text{HCF}_y : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}^m \) by \( \text{HCF}_y(x) = \text{HCF}_y^1(x) \text{HCF}_y^2(x) \cdots \text{HCF}_y^m(x) \), where \( \text{HCF}_y^i(x) \) is the mod-2 inner product of \( x \) and \( y_iy_{i+1} \cdots y_{i+n-1} \).

Analogous to Lemma 5.2, the only property of HCF we need is the following.

**Lemma 6.1** Let \( X \) be a distribution over \( \{0,1\}^n \) of density \( \delta \). Then the number of strings \( y \in \{0,1\}^{n+m} \) such that \( \exists a \in \{0,1\}^m \text{Pr}[C(X,y) = a] > 2^{-m} + \varepsilon \) is at most \( 2^{2m/\delta^2} \).

The (omitted) proof of this lemma proceeds via a reduction to Lemma 5.2, using Vazirani’s XOR Lemma [Vaz84] and the linearity of the inner product.

Following the same line of reasoning as in Section 4, we obtain the following extractors which extract logarithmically many bits:

**Theorem 6.2** If there is a problem in \( \text{E} = \text{DTIME}(2^{2\Omega(n)}) \) which has \( \Sigma_5 \)-circuit complexity \( 2^{\Omega(n)} \) for all \( n \), then there is a constant \( \gamma > 0 \) such that for all \( n \) and \( s \) satisfying \( n \leq s \leq 2^n \), there is a \((1 - \gamma)n, 1/s\)-deterministic extractor \( \text{Ext}_{n,s} : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}^{\log s} \) against circuit size \( s \) such that \( \text{Ext}_{n,s} \) is computable in time \( \text{poly}(s) \).

Now, to extract more than a logarithmic number of bits, we use a simple observation about high min-entropy sources from [GW97]: If we partition a high min-entropy source into a prefix and suffix, then these two parts each contain a lot of “independent randomness”. More precisely, if \( X = (X_1, X_2) \) is of length \( n = n_1 + n_2 \) (where \( n_1 \) is the length of \( X_1 \)) and has min-entropy \( n - \Delta \), then \( X_1 \) has min-entropy \( n_1 - \Delta \), and even conditioned on (most values of) \( X_1 \), \( X_2 \) has min-entropy (roughly) \( n_2 - \Delta \). Thus, if \( X \) is samplable, we can use the extractor of Theorem 6.2 to deterministically extract logarithmically many bits from \( X_2 \) that are (almost) uniform and independent of \( X_1 \). These bits can then be used as a seed for a standard extractor, such as the one of Zuckerman [Zuc97], to extract lots of randomness from \( X_1 \). (The extractors in [Zuc97] are very good for sources whose min-entropy is at least a constant fraction of their length; they use a logarithmic-length seed and extract a large constant fraction of the randomness from the source.) One small subtlety in this argument is that we need the conditional distribution of \( X_2 \) given \( X_1 \) to be samplable, which does not follow from the samplability of \( X \). This conditional distribution is, however, samplable with an \( \text{NP} \) oracle (via [JVV86, BGP98]), so we just have to move everything one level higher in the hierarchy.

Putting these ideas together, we obtain:

**Theorem 6.3** If there is a problem in \( \text{E} = \text{DTIME}(2^{2(n)}) \) which has \( \Sigma_5 \)-circuit complexity \( 2^{\Omega(n)} \) for all \( n \), then for all sufficiently small constants \( \gamma > 0 \) and every \( n \leq s \leq 2^n \), there is a \((1 - \gamma)n, 1/n\)-extractor \( \text{Ext}_{n,s} : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}^m \) against circuit size \( s \) with \( m = (1 - O(\gamma))n \). \( \text{Ext}_{n,s} \) is computable in time \( \text{poly}(s) \), where the exponent of the polynomial depends on \( \gamma \).
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